If you enter the **Medical Science II building**, next to the Buhl building (just right of the Taubman Medical Library) on Catherine St:

- Look for signs pointing you to the Temporal Bone Lab. You are already on the 4th floor when you enter the building.
- Walk to the end of the hall and the lab is on your right across from the lockers.

If you are **driving you will have to park in lot P2** (see right side of map).

- Allow approximately 10-15 minutes to walk from the lot to the lab.
- Take the parking elevator to floor 2 (all the buildings connect on the 2nd floor).
- Follow the signs to the University Hospital/Cafeteria.
- Walk past the main cafeteria (watch for the big fork).
- Keep walking towards the Cancer Center (do not go into the cancer center).
- When you pass a hallway café, go a few more steps to the end of the hall.
- Make a quick right and then a left.
- Follow the glass ceiling hallway into Medical Science Building 1 (first left you can take).
- You are now on the third floor.
- Take a stairway or elevator up to the 4th floor and follow the signs to the Temporal Bone Lab.